Reducing provider cognitive workload in CPOE use: optimizing order sets.
Higher cognitive workload due to poor usability is a significant, unanticipated consequence of healthcare information technology (IT), resulting in new types of medical errors. An important example of this can be observed in the use of order sets, which allow safe and efficient provider order entry guided by known best practices. This paper aims to improve IT-enabled order entry by re-designing order sets using data-driven approaches to develop new order sets that match current usage and workflow, while incurring minimum cognitive workload. Applying optimization models embedded with clustering techniques, our methods identify items for constituting order sets that are relevant based on historical ordering data wherein items for a single patient are often placed together or in close temporal proximity during hospital stay. Results indicate that the new approaches dominate current solutions, significantly reducing cognitive workload, and improving order set content. Data driven methods thus offer a promising approach for designing order sets that are generalizable, evidence-based and up-to-date with current best practices.